DATA SHEET

SecureCircle
Zero Trust Features
Zero Trust data security is a practice of never trusting users with data. For zero trust to be effective, data must be secured by
default and not by exception. Our customers tell us that traditional data security models are broken and that Zero Trust data
security is the path forward.
Traditional approaches to data security rely heavily on users cooperating with the security process, leaving sizable gaps that allow
for a data breach. The focus of Zero Trust data security is to remove users from the security process; however, the challenge
becomes delivering on that promise without impact to users or applications.

Who is SecureCircle?
SecureCircle delivers a SaaS-based cybersecurity service that extends Zero Trust security to data on the endpoint. At SecureCircle,
we believe frictionless data security drives business value for our customers. Instead of relying on complex reactive measures, we
simply secure data persistently in transit, at rest, and even in use. End users operate without obstacles, while data is continuously
secured against breaches and insider threats.

Why do customers choose SecureCircle to protect their data?
Remove users from the security process
SecureCircle transparently and persistently secures data as it leaves applications. Data is always encrypted regardless of whether it
is at rest, in transit, or in use. At no point do users need to make decisions on what data is important or sensitive; data is simply secured
by default.

Transparent and frictionless to users and applications
When data moves onto endpoints, SecureCircle transparently encrypts the data in a way that is invisible to both users and applications.
This transparent approach means that user behavior does not need to change, and applications do not need to integrate in any way to
take advantage of the control and security that SecureCircle delivers.

Reduce cost and complexity
SecureCircle has a simple per-user pricing model that reduces our customers’ cost. SecureCircle further reduces cost and reduces
complexity by avoiding the need for multiple products, software integrations, and ongoing security controls administration.

Rapid and simple deployment
SecureCircle is a SaaS and endpoint agent architecture, enabling simple and fast deployment. No DLP rules to create or alerts to
manage, just define a circle and allow users and applications to access data.
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SecureCircle
Protection
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SecureCircle encrypts bytes
inside of files regardless of file
type so you retain access control
to the data within them. This
unique approach is completely
application and file type
agnostic.
SecureCircle is transperant to
end users regardless of the
applications they use to access
and create data.

Operating
Systems
SecureCircle supports Windows,
Mac and Linux platforms
including desktop, server and
public cloud operating systems.

Where do customers deploy SecureCircle today?
Source Code Security
Development teams who deploy SecureCircle to secure source code can keep the source code secure as it leaves code repositories
and is pulled onto developer endpoints. The code is kept transparently encrypted on the device even while it is in-use by sanctioned
IDEs and compilers. SecureCircle secures against insider threats, without impacting development teams and their tools.
Zero Trust data security for SaaS Applications
Most modern SaaS applications allow end-users to pull data out of the browser onto the device. More often than not, end-users
leverage these features for productivity reasons. The challenge most businesses face with modern SaaS applications is identifying
the difference between productive activity and a security threat. With SecureCircle, all data is kept secure as it comes out of SaaS
applications, which allows users to leverage data that comes out of these applications while allowing businesses to retain control
of their data.
Security for user generated intellectual property
Many of our customers tell us that intellectual property is generated on the endpoint. Content such as architectural designs,
engineering drawings, and video content are all generated on endpoints and are of high value to the companies that produce them.
As SecureCircle is entirely agnostic to file type, data size, or application, our customers often use our solution to secure data as it
is generated on user endpoints.
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SecureCircle Key Features
Secure Derivative - DASB protects the content of the file, truly the data. Our patented similarity
detection engine understands the digital DNA of data within secured files. When the digital
DNA is found in another file, that file is automatically protected. Security follows the content
even with Save-As, Copy-and-paste, or manual reconstruction of the data across any file type.

To Learn More
Contact your Data Access
Security Broker expert
at sales@securecircle.com
or 408-827-9100

Secure Folder – Automatically secure data when files are created in, moved to, or edited and
saved into a Secure Folder location. A
Secure Folder can be mapped to a specific Circle.
Secure Process – Automatically secure data created and handled by selected processes
(applications). Each process can be mapped to a specific Circle.
Secure URL – Automatically secure data on download from a specific URL/ domain. Data
often originates in SaaS or cloud applications. Domains can be used as identifiers for
automatic protection. Select a domain and map the domain to a specific Circle. Anything a
user downloads from the domain will automatically be secured.
Secure Regex – Use regular expression (Regex) patterns to automatically secure data.
Regex identification is used for data in a structured format such as identification numbers,
addresses, phone numbers, email addresses, and more. Each expression can be mapped to
a specific Circle.
Secure Send – Securely transfer data to users outside the organization who are not members
of a Circle and do not have SecureCircle agent installed. Secure Send is a portal-based data
transfer feature for viewing or editing (Office 365 file types) secure files. Secure Send can
also enable downloading the decrypted file.
Secure Clipboard – Data usage policy for managing copy-paste permissions. Decide how
data should move between Allowed Applications and Unknown or Unallowed Applications.

What data can we help you secure?
At SecureCircle, our goal is to deliver truly frictionless security for our customers’ most valuable data. We focus on securing data persistently and transparently to deliver business value
for our customers. We are always looking for ways to help improve our customers’ data security.

About SecureCircle
SecureCircle’s Data Access Security Broker (DASB) delivers a SaaS-based cybersecurity
service that extends Zero Trust security to data on the endpoint. At SecureCircle, we believe
frictionless data security drives business value for our customers. Instead of relying on
complex reactive measures, we simply secure data persistently in transit, at rest, and even
in use. End users operate without obstacles, while data is continuously secured against
breaches and insider threats.

SecureCircle.com
4701 Patrick Henry Drive
Building 19, Suite B
Santa Clara, CA 95054
408-827-9100

©2021 SecureCircle ® All Rights Reserved. All names, logos, and brands are property of their respective owners. All company, product and
service names used are for identification purposes only. Use of these names, logos, and brands does not imply endorsement. SecureCircle
is a registered trademark of SecureCircle LLC.
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